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In recent years, a great deal of effort has been invested in developing sensors to detect, locate, and identify “energetic” electromagnetic events. When observed through one type of imaging spectrometer, these
events produce a data record that contains complete spectral and temporal information over the event’s
evolution. This article describes the development of a statistical model for the data produced by a particular spectral–temporal sensor. While the application is unique in some ways, this approach to model
building may be useful in other related contexts. Several plots, estimated parameters, and some additional
details for an equation are provided in the Appendix which is available as supplementary material online.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is imperative in some military and national defense applications to quickly detect, locate, and identify short duration
“energetic” electromagnetic events that have particular characteristic patterns of evolution over time. Spectral–temporal sensors (also known as pseudo-imagers) currently capture available
information from energetic events and record observed intensities repeatedly in time for wavelengths ranging from the visible
to the long-wave infrared (Pellegrini and Ewing 2004). Some of
these important energetic events, particularly those associated
with what are effectively point sources, can be difficult to detect, locate, and identify using traditional imaging cameras. Recently, considerable effort has been invested in pseudo-imaging
sensors that use a direct vision prism to disperse incoming electromagnetic energy over a staring focal plane array depicted in
Figure 1; see the work of Deming et al. (2006). Data examined
in this article were collected using a sensor of this kind, operating in a restricted mode as described in Section 2.
While physical sensor technology is developing rapidly, there
is a lag in the development of algorithms that can be used
to identify and discriminate between types of energetic events
in real time. There does not yet exist a coherent mathematical framework for discrimination of energetic electromagnetic
events that (1) explicitly allows for many sources of variability (shot-to-shot variability, atmospheric variation, sensor noise,
etc.), (2) can be implemented in real time, (3) cleanly handles “time registration of events” (recognizes that an incoming
data stream may not contain data beginning at event initiation),
and (4) can assess the likelihood that an incoming data stream
matches the characteristic evolution of an “important” electromagnetic event. The phenomenology of an energetic event of
interest will determine the optimal sensor and band pass (set
of wavelengths to which it is sensitive) to use for detecting it.
Although important for designing a sensor, such considerations
are not of basic concern from a modeling point of view.
The research described here is in support of a longer-term
effort that includes (1) the development of a “library” of signal characterizations corresponding to physical event types of

interest, (2) methods and algorithms for identifying, and discriminating among, data streams generated by event types in
real time, based on comparison to the library of characterizations, and (3) an overall framework that supports quantifying
the uncertainty and probabilities of error in such identification
and discrimination applications. A systematic approach to event
characterization, identification/discrimination, and uncertainty
quantification can be undertaken only in the context of a model
or a family of models that can effectively represent the structure
(both signal and noise) in these data. This necessary process of
modeling is itself complex, reflecting the complex character of
spectral–temporal data, and our emphasis here is on the more
fundamental issue of the process by which such models can be
effectively developed.
In real applications, the signals of interest are very complex,
reflecting the complex physical nature of their sources, and are
subject to substantial environmental noise reflecting, among
other things, variation in atmospheric conditions. To maintain
a focus on modeling methodology, the development here is
demonstrated using data collected in a small-scale experiment,
performed under controlled conditions, with “events” defined
by the striking of three kinds of matches. These restrictions simplify the overall scope of our description, but do not sacrifice the
essential nature of temporal data collection for such problems.
And, while the specific decisions that would be made in modeling a larger number of more complex events might be different
in detail than those made here, the approach described can be
used in more complicated settings of larger scale. Our intent is
that the reader involved in spectral–temporal modeling applications might find this approach helpful whether his/her interest
involves event discrimination or not.
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Figure 1. A schematic of the sensor used in data collection (rotation
of the prism was disabled during our data collection).

2. DATA
Our test bed for developing statistical models consists of data
on burns of three types of safety matches collected by a slightly
modified spectral–temporal sensor. Safety matches (as opposed
to other potential hot sources of radiation) were used so that we
could easily control experimental conditions, and data for many
event repetitions were collected.
The sensor we used typically employs a technique known
as pseudo-imaging (or imaging) to provide spectral–temporal
signatures and the locations of rapidly changing events within
a given field of view. Pseudo-imaging is the process of taking
data obtained from the focal plane array, creating a single spectral profile, and using the spectral profiles from multiple ‘snapshots’ to create a spectral–temporal signature from an observed
event (Weeks et al. 2004). Figure 1 shows a schematic of the
sensor we used from the work of Mooney et al. (1997) and Pellegrini and Ewing (2004).
Data were collected in May 2005 at Hanscom Air Force
Base, MA. Three different types of safety matches were used
to create realizations from three different classes of energetic
events. Data were recorded for 20 matches of each type. The
sensor used operated at a framing rate of 80 frames per second. After the sensor began recording, a match was ignited by
hand and the sensor continued to collect data for nine seconds,
producing 720 frames of measured intensities. A total of 720
frames were recorded for each test regardless of whether the
match burned the entire time or not. For each of the 720 frames
of data, a gray-scale image was produced. After all data were
collected, the collection of pixels containing the brightest line
in each gray-scale image was manually extracted. The intensity, represented as voltages resulting from photon counts, is
recorded for each pixel along the line and compiled to create
a matrix of data. Each row in this matrix corresponds to a single temporal frame, and each column to a single pixel on the
focal plane array (an index for convenience corresponding to a
wavelength in the spectrum). These are used to make what is
commonly referred to as a “waterfall plot.” Figure 2 is such a
plot.
In normal use, the sensor is equipped with a rotating prism
and rotating preprocessing algorithm that can produce waterfall
plots like that in Figure 2. However, for the purpose of initial
development of modeling methods, we decided to not rotate the
prism during data collection and began with raw, rather than
TECHNOMETRICS, MAY 2011, VOL. 53, NO. 2

preprocessed, data from a single column of pixels on the focal
plane array.
As mentioned previously, data were recorded for 20 matches
of each of three types, say Class A, Class B, and Class C. In
the process of collecting data for Class C, the prism was realigned after the first three observations. While preprocessing
the data, we discovered that data for those three observations
were extracted from a different column of pixels on the focal
plane than the others. After careful consideration, these three
observations were not used in the development of the model for
Class C.
Class A and Class B models are expected to be similar, as
a match from Class A was simply two matches from Class B
physically bound together. The chemical composition of the
Class A and Class B matches are identical. The matches from
Class C are different in terms of chemical composition and the
Class C model should be substantially different from those for
Classes A and B.
Let the energy intensity observed by a sensor for one event
be denoted by
S∗ (t, l)

for t = 0, 1, . . . , 719 and l = 1, 2, . . . , 149,

(1)

where l is an integer index used to represent a pixel on the focal plane array. Sk∗ (t, l) will be used to represent the measured
energy at the tth time frame on the lth pixel for the kth observation for a given class of matches. Each value of l corresponds
to a single pixel on the focal plane (since the spectral resolution
of the data is a single pixel) and integer indexing was used for
convenience. Note that a given value of l, say 80, corresponds
to the same pixel on the focal plane for all time frames, and
that any two consecutive values of l correspond to neighboring pixels on the focal plane. The raw, integer-valued data were
preprocessed for analysis by “background subtraction,” pixelfor-pixel correction using the signal recorded just before the
combustion event was initiated. Upon completion of the preprocessing, we had “useable” data like those portrayed in Figure 2.
Let
S(t, l)

for t = 0, 1, . . . , 719 and l = 1, 2, . . . , 149

(2)

represent preprocessed data for a single event. Again, a value
of l corresponds to the same pixel on the focal plane array for
all event classes.
3. MODELING
To begin model development, suppose that a bright event of
a particular type produces a sensed spectrum that evolves over
continuous time (τ ) and wavelength (λ) as
θ (τ, λ) for τ ∈ (0, T) and λ ∈ (0, ∞).

(3)

We purposely use the notation θ (τ, λ) here rather than S(t, l),
because for modeling purposes we wish to think of τ and λ as
continuous variables and to do the modeling for all τ ∈ (0, T)
and λ in some finite interval in (0, ∞). The rationale here is
that a point source has a signature that is continuous in time for
some interval of wavelengths.
A model is needed for θ (τ, λ) that explicitly allows for shotto-shot, or realization-to-realization, variability. We will use
a Gaussian random field model for a transformed version of
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Figure 2. An example of raw and corresponding background subtracted data collected in the burn of a single match from Class A.

θ (τ, λ) which we will call θ̃ (τ, λ). The exact transformation
used in a particular case will be dictated by the data. In some
applications it is possible that each class of events might require
a different transformation.
Because physical intensities are nonnegative (read-out voltages as a function of photon counts) it is natural in this application to think of using a logarithmic transformation. A log
transformation would convert any multiplicative effects, such as
those produced by distance or atmospheric absorption, to additive effects and mitigate the “orders of magnitude” differences
between responses seen across t and l pairs. However, due to
the background subtraction and instrument noise, the preprocessed data (2) can include negative values. A transformation
for θ was needed that would (1) have characteristics of the log
transform where there is substantial signal, (2) be applicable to
both positive and negative data values, and (3) be invertible to
avoid information loss. Given these requirements, we selected
the transform:

ln(θ )
for θ ≥ 2
h(θ ) = θ (ln(2)/2) for −2 < θ < 2
(4)
−ln(|θ |)
for θ ≤ −2.
An integer value other than 2 might have been used as the
threshold in (4), but a value of 1 would have violated requirement (3), and a value of 3 or more would have been less compatible with requirement (1).
Figure 3 shows the application of transform (4) to the values
represented in Figure 2. These transformed values will further
be referred to as intensities. It is important to call attention to
the extreme wavelengths here. The pattern (and raw data) reveal
that there is no signal specific to this event (or any other event
in the class) in the extreme wavelengths displayed in Figure 3.
A Gaussian random field model for
θ̃ (τ, λ) = h(θ (τ, λ))

cov(θ̃ (τi , λi ), θ̃ (τj , λj )) = C((τi , λi ), (τj , λj )).

(7)

3.1 Estimation Overview
There were many steps involved in obtaining the final models. We describe the details of our particular application in Section 4, but offer this preview here as a kind of “road map.” With
some thought, these steps can be applied to model data that are
collected from nearly any pseudo-imaging sensor operating in
any part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Given below is a summary of the main steps we used to model our data once all preprocessing was complete.
The first step in estimating the model parameters was the
time registration, described in Section 4.1. A temporal shift parameter for each observation within each class was estimated.
Proper alignment of all events used in a training set was key to
estimating the class mean and standard deviation functions. We
note that time registration will also be important when models
like this are used as the basis of discrimination and detection algorithms, as real events need not necessarily be observed from
initiation.
After proper temporal alignment and all preprocessing was
complete, the intensity values at each time–wavelength pair
were averaged across all the observations within a class of

(5)

is characterized by a mean function μ(τ, λ) and a covariance function C((τ1 , λ1 ), (τ2 , λ2 )) defined for τ, τ1 , and τ2 ∈
(0, T) and λ, λ1 , and λ2 belonging to the interval of interest
in (0, ∞). For any finite set of time–wavelength pairs (τi , λi ),
i = 1, 2, . . . , m, the joint distribution of values θ̃ (τi , λi ) is modeled as multivariate normal with mean vector
E(θ̃ (τi , λi )) = μ(τi , λi )

and covariance matrix with entries

(6)

Figure 3. Transformed data corresponding to those represented in
Figure 2.
TECHNOMETRICS, MAY 2011, VOL. 53, NO. 2
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data. The mean function represents the characteristic signature (for the preprocessed/transformed data) for the particular class of events and any observation from this class can be
thought of as varying around the same characteristic signature.
An observation-specific “intensity shift” parameter was estimated to allow for the modeling of objects from the same class
of events observed at different distances. Recall that if two identical events were observed by the sensor through the same atmosphere at different distances, the event closer to the sensor
would record higher intensity values. Next, the variance surface
was estimated using the characteristic signature (mean surface)
and the time- and intensity-shifted (preprocessed/transformed)
observations. This captured the many sources of variability including, but not limited to, shot-to-shot, atmospheric interference, and sensor noise. Estimation of mean and variance surfaces and intensity shift parameters is discussed in Section 4.2.
The last step in the modeling was determining appropriate
forms for the correlation structure and estimating parameters
for those functions discussed in detail in Section 4.3. The process was complicated and only a sketch is provided here. The
details that were used in modeling correlations for classes of
safety matches may need to be altered for other classes of
point source events observed through similar sensors. However,
the main ideas used here should be applicable. The standardized residuals at each time index–wavelength index pair were
used in the estimation of a correlation function in time and a
separate correlation function in wavelength. Separate time and
wavelength correlation functions were estimated for event initiation and steady-state phases and to the right and left sides of
the undeviated wavelength. The data from the four corresponding time–wavelength regions were treated as independent. Next
the standardized error process was decomposed into two components, one “white noise” uncorrelated component and the
other involving correlation between intensities at different (t, l)
pairs within the same observation. The variance function for the
“white noise” was estimated for each (t, l) region within each
class of events. After an adjustment for the “white noise” was
made to the standardized error at each time index–wavelength
index pair, empirical variograms were calculated to determine
the form of the correlation structure and the parameter estimates
for those correlation structures.
4. ESTIMATING MODEL PARAMETERS
Recall that the preprocessed data are
S(t, l) for t = 0, 1, . . . , 719 and l = 1, 2, . . . , 149

(8)

between two consecutive sampling points. Functions μ and σ
are mean and standard deviation functions associated with the
particular class of events and  is a “spatial” stochastic process
with mean zero, variance 1, and a correlation structure potentially specific to the class. We proceed to describe how we developed appropriate forms for μ(·), σ (·), and the correlation
structure for (·, ·).
4.1 Training Event Time Registration
The raw data consist of 720 frames for each observation from
each class of events, but the physical bright event did not start in
the same frame of data for each observation. To estimate appropriate mean and standard deviation functions for characterizing
a class, the bright events need to be aligned temporally. This
alignment is accomplished by selecting values ηk in (10). The
estimates of ηk for observations in a class were calculated from
total intensity series. Let

Sk (t, l)
(11)
Ik (t) =
l

denote the total intensity at time t for event k from the class under consideration. The temporal alignment parameter, ηk , was
estimated as


 (t) − arg max Ik (t).
I
(12)
arg
max
η̂k = min
k

k

t

t

That is, the realization with the earliest intensity “peak” was
selected as a “base case,” and time-offsets for all other realizations are determined with reference to it. Figure 4 illustrates a
subset of total intensity series for one class of events and the
same subset of total intensity series aligned according to the
values of the η̂k computed using (12).
4.2 Estimating the Class Mean and Standard
Deviation Surfaces and Event-Specific
Intensity Shift Parameters
It is well known that the distance from which bright events
are observed will affect the intensities registered by the sensor.
If two identical events are observed by the camera through the
same atmosphere at two different distances, the event closer to
the sensor registers higher intensity values than the event that
is observed from a greater distance. This phenomenon demonstrates the need for dk , an intercept or an “intensity shift” parameter, in model (10). To estimate the intensity shift parameter, dk , for an observation, the mean function for the class under

as in (2), to be transformed as
S̃(t, l) = h(S(t, l))

(9)

before modeling.
Following the rationale implicit in (5)–(9), we found that a
plausible model for the kth observation within a given class is
θ̃k (τ, λ) = dk + μ(τ + ηk τ, λ) + σ (τ + ηk τ, λ)(τ, λ).
(10)
In (10) the index k identifies a specific realization from the
class, and dk (intensity shift) and ηk (time shift) are parameters associated with the kth event and τ is the time difference
TECHNOMETRICS, MAY 2011, VOL. 53, NO. 2

Figure 4. Total intensity and aligned total intensity series.
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consideration, μ(τ, λ), must first be estimated. For every (t, l)
pair (after temporal alignment) an average was taken across the
k observations within a class. The domain of the empirical mean
function was trimmed so that only those intensities corresponding to times where all observations make a contribution to the
average are included. (That is, we effectively reindex time for
all realizations to match these with η̂k = 0 and only estimate
mean response for such t = 0, 1, . . . , 719 − maxk |η̂k | and l =
1, 2, . . . , 149.) Let the estimated mean function be denoted by
μ (t, l) for such t and l.
With an estimated mean function in hand, we estimated the
intensity shift, dk , for each observation. We computed this as
d̂k =

1
149(719 − maxk |η̂k | + 1)
×

719−max
149
k |η̂k | 



(S̃k (t + η̂k , l) − μ (t, l)).

t=0

(13)

Figure 5. A single standardized residual surface (corresponding to
the data represented in Figure 2).

l=1

After the mean function and intensity shift parameters are
estimated, residuals may be computed as
êk (t, l) = S̃k (t + η̂k , l) − (d̂k + μ (t, l)).

(14)

Note that for each (t, l) pair, the average of these residuals over
all observations is zero. Then the class-specific variance at each
observed time–wavelength pair (t, l) was estimated as
1 
σ̃ 2 (t, l) =
(êk (t, l))2 ,
(15)
N −1

signal specific to this event. The standardized errors in these
extreme wavelengths appear to be white noise and that observations in adjacent pixels are uncorrelated. These regions are
not further discussed in the modeling. In the estimation of the
correlation structure, the discussion will only pertain to the (t, l)
pairs in which signal was apparent. The total intensity in time
for a particular wavelength was studied in making a determination of whether signal was apparent in a particular wavelength
or not.

k

where N is the number of replicate trials from the class. Final
estimates of the mean and variance functions are computed as
smoothed (in both time and wavelength) versions of μ (t, l) and
σ̃ 2 (t, l). A loess smoothing technique was used with a smoothing parameter of 0.1. (With a smoothing parameter of 0.1, the
smoother uses the nearest ten percent of observations and replaces the current observation with a tricubic weighted average
of those nearest observations.) Figures A.1–A.3 in the online
Appendix show the smoothed mean and standard deviation surfaces; the mean surface is displayed to the left of the standard
deviation surface for each class. The first 35 wavelength values (the left side wavelengths) were removed prior to plotting.
This was done so the surface could be “seen” for the middle
wavelengths. These middle wavelengths are where the standard
deviation surfaces vary the most from event class to event class.
Next, standardized residuals may be calculated using μ̂(t, l)
and σ̂ (t, l). For each observed time–wavelength pair (t, l) the
standardized residuals for the kth observation are
ξ̂k (t, l) =

S̃k (t + η̂k , l) − (d̂k + μ̂(t, l))
.
σ̂ (t, l)

(16)

The standardized residuals, ξ̂k (t, l), were constructed to have
approximately mean 0 and standard deviation 1 for each (t, l)
pair, across the events in the class. These are treated as partial realizations of the stochastic process (τ, λ) in (10), and
are used in estimating the covariance function for that process.
Figure 5 is a plot of the standardized residuals ξ̂ (t, l) for the
raw data represented in Figure 2. It may appear that there is increased variability in the extreme wavelengths in Figure 5. As
mentioned earlier, these extreme wavelengths do not contain

4.3 Estimating the Class Correlation Structure
Several sequential steps were needed in investigating and ultimately estimating the correlation in both time and wavelength.
4.3.1 Partitioning the Data Into Four Independent Regions.
Data are recorded over a time interval that can naturally be divided into “initiation” and “steady-state” phases, and over a
spectrum of frequencies that can be divided into “high” and
“low” relative to a particular constant frequency (explained below). Based on this, we developed a model for each event type
by segmenting the set of observed (t, l) pairs into four rectangular sets by what we will term class-specific “independence
walls.” The corresponding four sets of (τ, λ)’s are assumed to
be independent of each other.
(This assumption was confirmed by noting that calculated
correlations between values from different regions tend to be
relatively small.) Figure 6 gives a diagram of the independence
walls and the four (τ, λ) regions they delineate. The left side
corresponds to shorter wavelengths (small values of l in our indexing) and the right side corresponds to longer wavelengths.
The vertical line represents an independence wall built into
the model separating (t, l) pairs at the undeviated wavelength,
the wavelength of energy that passes through the prisms undeflected. Our modeling assumption is that any (τ, λ) with λ less
than the undeviated wavelength is independent of any (τ, λ)
with λ greater than the undeviated wavelength. The horizontal
line represents an independence wall built into the model in the
time direction. This separates what we will call the event initiation phase (or early time) from what we will call the steadystate phase (or late time). In Figure 4, the steady-state phase is
TECHNOMETRICS, MAY 2011, VOL. 53, NO. 2
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Figure 6. Independence walls in (t, l) space showing four regions
and subregions.

represented by the part of the plot to the right of the sharp peak,
where the total intensity series tends to vary relatively slowly.
One can now think of the data as separated into four sets defined by the regions seen in Figure 6, right late time region,
right early time region, left late time region, and left early time
region.
4.3.2 Dividing Regions Into Subregions. Due to patterns
remaining in the apparent “local roughness” of the standardized
residual surfaces (see Figure 5), correlation structures were investigated separately in three or four subregions within each of
the four regions (see Figure 6). “Local roughness” in realizations of a stochastic process is indicative of the nature of the
correlation structure, smoothness indicating high correlation
between responses with (τ, λ) in close proximity to each other.
In the regions to the left of the undeviated wavelength, in both
early and late time, (t, l) pairs were further divided into three
subregions in the wavelength direction that we will call the “up”
subregion, the “middle” subregion, and the “down” subregion
according to the behavior of the estimated mean function μ̂(t, l)
in them. On the right side in the wavelength direction, in both
early and late time, (t, l) pairs were further divided into four
subregions, the “low” subregion, the “up” subregion, the “middle” subregion, and the “down” subregion according to the behavior of the estimated mean function in these regions. These
subregions do not correspond to equal numbers of wavelength
indices or corresponding subregions of equal size in different
classes. All of the partitioning indicated in Figure 6 was done
based on the empirical patterns seen in the training data for the
three classes. The goal in dividing the (t, l) plane into subregions in the observed wavelength direction was to allow us to
change the scales on the wavelength axis, subregion to subregion, so that a single stationary correlation function could be
used across each region (after transforming wavelength).
4.3.3 Calculating Variograms and Decomposition of the
Stochastic Process. In seeking a simple correlation structure
for (τ, λ), our hope was that a product form (in τ and λ) would
be adequate. Accordingly, our attention turned to calculating
variograms of the standardized residuals, ξ̂k (t, l), for each class
of objects in the time and wavelength directions separately. [See
the book by Cressie (1993) beginning on page 58 for a discussion of variograms and their estimation.] A natural estimator
(based on the method of moments) for the variogram was calculated in the wavelength direction, for each event and fixed
time. Likewise, for each event and fixed wavelength, the empirical variogram was calculated in the time direction.
TECHNOMETRICS, MAY 2011, VOL. 53, NO. 2

When seeking a simple functional form to fit to the empirical variograms in the wavelength direction for fixed time, we
noticed that the “nugget” appeared to decrease in time in our
test bed data. (The nugget is the size of the apparent discontinuity of a variogram at the origin, representing the scale of
the uncorrelated “white noise” portion of variation in a stochastic process.) Because the variograms we calculated indicated
both correlation between values and independent noise associated with each value, we decided to adopt a model that partitions the stochastic process into a white noise component for
which the variance is a function of time and wavelength, independent of a second (correlated) component modeled using a
product covariance structure. That is, we propose to employ a
decomposition of the stochastic process as
(τ, λ) = 1 (τ, λ) + 2 (τ, λ),

(17)

where
E(1 (τ, λ)) = 0

∀τ, λ

and

Var(1 (τ, λ)) = δ 2 (τ, λ)


∀τ, λ,



Cov(1 (τ, λ), 1 (τ , λ )) = 0

for τ = τ  or λ = λ ,

E(2 (τ, λ)) = 0

and

∀τ, λ

Var(2 (τ, λ)) = 1 − δ (τ, λ)
2

∀τ, λ,

Cov(2 (τ, λ), 2 (τ  , λ ))


= Rτ (|τ − τ  |)Rλ (|λ − λ |) (1 − δ 2 (τ, λ))(1 − δ 2 (τ  , λ ))
∀τ, λ and τ  , λ ,


and


Cov(1 (τ, λ), 2 (τ , λ )) = 0

∀τ, λ and t , λ ,

where Rτ (|τ − τ  |) represents a nuggetless (i.e., continuous
at the origin) correlation function in the time direction and
Rλ (|λ − λ |) represents the nuggetless correlation function in
the wavelength direction. We emphasize that Rλ is not assumed
to be the same function in each subregion and that our model
will eventually allow for nonzero correlation between standardized errors from subregions within the same region.
4.3.4 Estimating the Variance of the White Noise. In order to begin fitting the decomposition described in (17) to the
standardized residuals in a given region, we first needed to estimate δ 2 (τ, λ). This cannot be done directly because there are
no “true replicates” in the data, but we can obtain an estimate
based on the degree of local variability near each (t, l). To this
end, let
Yk (t, l) = ξ̂k (t, l) − 14 [ξ̂k (t, l − 1) + ξ̂k (t, l + 1)
+ ξ̂k (t − 1, l) + ξ̂k (t + 1, l)].

(18)

The variable Y is, for each observed standardized residual, a
difference between ξ̂ and the average of its four nearest neighbors in time and wavelength. Intuition for this quantity was that
it should roughly mimic 1 .
The squared residual, Yk2 (t, l), was calculated for each object in a class and each observed (t, l) combination other than
at t- or l-edges, and these values were averaged across all observations within a class, for each (t, l) pair. The average was
then smoothed using a loess smoothing technique, and each sequence of values for a fixed time was examined. A functional
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form was fit for the small and large l values (for each fixed time
point). A nonnegative Yk2 value for the first and last l values for
each fixed time step was extrapolated. A similar procedure was
used to extrapolate Yk2 for the first and last time step (for each
fixed l). Let Y̆k denote smoothed Yk with the extrapolated edge
values.
Notice that the expectation of Yk (t, l) in (18) is zero for all
t, l. Hence,
E(Yk2 (t, l)) = Var(Yk (t, l)).

(19)

Therefore, it can be shown (see the online Appendix)
Var(Yk (t, l)) ≈ 54 δk2 (τ, λ).

(20)

Hence, the white noise variance function might be estimated for
a particular region for a particular event class as


∀t, l.
(21)
δ̂k2 (t, l) = min 45 Y̆k2 (t, l), 1
It is worth noting that in our examples, δ̂(t, l) < 1 for all (t, l).
Figures A.4–A.6 in the online Appendix show estimated δ̂k2 surfaces for all four regions for each of the three classes of events.
One will notice that these plots show that the values increase
near the boundaries of each region. This is not surprising as
these areas have the largest change in intensity within an observation.
4.3.5 Estimating the Correlation. With estimates (21) in
hand, we turned our attention to estimating parametric forms for
the nuggetless correlation structure [the correlation structure for
2 in (17)] in both the time and the wavelength directions. We
based these estimates on the relationships
E(k (τ, λ) − k (τ, λ ))2
= 2 − 2 (1 − δk2 (τ, λ))(1 − δk2 (τ, λ ))Rλ (|λ − λ |)

(22)

and
E(k (τ, λ) − k (τ  , λ))2
=2−2

(1 − δk2 (τ, λ))(1 − δk2 (τ  , λ))Rτ (|τ



− τ |).

2 − (ξ̂k (t, l ) − ξ̂k (t, l ))2
2 (1 − δ̂k2 (t, l ))(1 − δ̂k2 (t, l ))

.

(23)

(24)

Similarly, to estimate the correlation function in the time direction specific to the data here, Rτ (|t − t |), first, for each fixed
wavelength index l and pair of time indices t and t for an observation within a class, we computed
XT,k (t , t , l) =

2 − (ξ̂k (t , l) − ξ̂k (t , l))2
2 (1 − δ̂k2 (t , l))(1 − δ̂k2 (t , l))

.

(25)

For each fixed time index t, values XL,k (t, l , l ) were then averaged according to
X̂L,k (t, l) =

N(l) XL,k (t, l

|N(l)|

 , l )

,

where N(l) ≡ {(l , l ) : |l − l | = l} and |N(l)| is the number of distinct pairs in N(l), which varies from subregion to
subregion within a class as seen in Figure 7. A similar averaging was done with the XT,k (t , t , l) for each fixed wavelength
index l resulting in X̂T,k (δt, l).
The statistics used to estimate the correlation functions for a
single observation were sequences of the above-calculated values, specifically


R̂L,k (t) = X̂L,k (t, 1), X̂L,k (t, 2), . . . , X̂L,k (t, max l)
and

To estimate a subregion correlation function in the wavelength
direction specific to the data here, Rλ (|l − l |), first, for each
fixed time index t and pair of wavelength indices l and l for
an observation within a class, we computed
XL,k (t, l , l ) =

Figure 7. Empirical correlations R̂L,k at various wavelength lags
averaged across time for all subregions within a single region for one
event class (corresponding to the data represented in Figure 2).

(26)



R̂T,k (l) = X̂T,k (1, l), X̂T,k (2, l), . . . , X̂T,k (max t, l) .

To find a single parametric form for a correlation function in
the wavelength direction, we averaged all of the values R̂L,k (t)
across the appropriate t in a given observation. These empirical
variograms in the wavelength direction were constructed separately for each subregion. Plots of these averages versus lag in
wavelength index, l, were examined and a parametric form
was chosen. Figure 7 shows plots of R̂L,k (t) averaged across
time values for the four subregions within a region for a single
observation from one class of events. In the wavelength direction, these plots were similar from observation to observation
within a class and suggested that a reasonable single form for
a correlation function might be Gaussian, that is, of the form
exp(−β(l)2 ).
The Gaussian correlation structure is associated with smooth
realizations, which is consistent with the physical nature of our
data.
We computed R̂L,k (t) for each t for each subregion within
each region for each observation and then averaged across time
to produce R̄L,k for each observation in the training data (for the
given subregion for the relevant event class). Nonlinear least
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squares was used to estimate the parameters of the Gaussian
form expanded to include a nugget term,
β1 + exp(−β2 (l)2 ).

(27)

The values of β1 in the final forms used are set equal to zero
because by our assumptions, the correlation function must approach a value of 1 as l approaches zero. However, in obtaining a good estimate of correlations at short lags, this fitted form
was used to avoid biasing estimates of β2 when there is some
lack-of-fit at small wavelength differences. After the fitting, the
empirical distributions of fitted β1 and β2 for a given subregion
and event class across the observations for that class were examined. The distributions of observation-specific β1 estimates
were centered around zero, as one would expect. A final single
estimate of β2 used in the correlation function for modeling in
a given subregion within a given region for a specific class of
events was taken to be the median of observation-specific β2
estimates; we denote this single value as β̂2 .
The β̂2 values for the various subregions varied widely within
a given region, indicating that even within a region a correlation structure appropriate to modeling the 2 of (17) cannot be
stationary in l across an entire region. Nevertheless, by changing scale for wavelength indices (or introducing a “pseudowavelength” corresponding to each original wavelength index)
it is possible to make use of a single (stationary) Gaussian correlation structure in wavelength (thereby assuring that what we
have specified is indeed mathematically coherent/valid).
To illustrate, in the early-time-left-side region, there were estimated values for β2 for each subregion, denoted as β̂2(up) ,
β̂2(middle) , and β̂2(down) . Using these values, and setting β̂2(up)
as a reference value, the size of the pseudo-distance (between
adjacent wavelength indices) in a particular subregion of the
region will be denoted as l̃∗ :
β̂2(up)

∗
=
l̃(·)

β̂2(·)

.

(28)

l̃∗ represents the scaled “distance” between wavelength indices in a given subregion relative to a scaled “distance” of
1 in the reference subregion. To obtain an appropriate vector of pseudo-distances for a given subregion, the pseudowavelengths needed to be spaced appropriately. The (original
and pseudo-) wavelength indices in the reference subregion,
(l1(up) , l2(up) , . . . , llast(up) ), are spaced so that consecutive values differ by 1, that is, |li − lj | = |i − j| ∀i, j. The pseudowavelengths in the middle and down subregions are then defined as
∗
l̃n(middle) = llast(up) + n ∗ l̃(middle)

for n = 1, 2, . . . , N(middle)

(29)

and
∗
l̃n(down) = llast(middle) + n ∗ l̃(down)

for n = 1, 2, . . . , N(down),

(30)

respectively, where N(middle) is the number of wavelength indices in the middle subregion and N(down) is the number of
wavelength indices in the down subregion.
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Based on these pseudo-wavelengths a single stationary (in
pseudo-wavelength) correlation function for the 2 process in
the wavelength direction within each class and region was used.
That is, for a given region, the correlation function for the 2
process in the wavelength direction is


(31)
exp −β̂2(up) (l̃ − l̃ )2
for l̃ and l̃ pseudo-wavelengths corresponding to wavelength
indices l and l . A similar process was used to estimate a single
correlation function in the right side regions.
In a development parallel to the foregoing, we modeled correlations in the 2 process in the time direction. Ultimately, we
decided to represent time correlation with a simple linear function. Least median squares was used (one observation at a time)
to estimate the parameters of the linear form
R̄T (t) ≈ α1 + α2 t.

(32)

Note that in this parameterization, values of α2 must be negative. Again, our assumption is that there is no nugget in this
form, so the value of α1 in the final form will be set equal
to 1. The median of the fitted values of α2 for a class, denoted by α̂2 , was used as the estimate for the entire region.
Ultimately (so that the correlation at time lag 0 is 1 and no negative correlations are produced) we specify that for a given region, the correlation for the 2 process in the time direction for
our data was (for α̂2 specific to the class of events and region)
max(0, 1 + α̂2 |t − t |).
We should note that choices for correlation forms other than
our selections [(27) and (32)] might have been made. We have
not fully evaluated a wide variety of parametric forms, but again
note that our choices were made based on the examination of
data plots.
4.3.6 Obtaining the Estimated Covariance Matrix. Having developed plausible wavelength and time correlation models for 2 from each region for each event class, it remained to
combine the wavelength and time functions to create a single
correlation function for a given region. One simple and mathematically coherent way to do this was to adopt a product correlation form. That is, if β2(reference) and α2 are the wavelength
and time correlation parameters appropriate for a given region
for a particular event class, then we adopted a model that specifies that the correlation for the 2 process for our data was, for
time indices t and t and wavelength indices l and l ,


corr(2 (t , l ), 2 (t , l )) = exp −β2(reference) (l̃ − l̃ )2
× max(0, 1 + α2 |t − t |),
l̃

l̃

(33)

where and are pseudo-wavelength indices corresponding
to l and l , respectively. It should be noted that the adoption
of this product, or “separable” correlation form, is a substantial
modeling assumption. More general nonseparable forms exist
(e.g., Schabenberger and Gotway 2005) and are necessary for
model fidelity in some spatial applications. Besides functional
simplicity, the product form can be exploited in our application
to accelerate calculations needed for real-time comparison of
new signals with a collection of class models.
We were now ready to assemble a single covariance structure
for (τ, λ) of displays (10) and (17) (the standardized error process) and finally a covariance structure for θ̃ (τ, λ). This is most
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economically described in matrix terms. For a given region with
time indices t = tmin , tmin + 1, . . . , tmax and wavelength indices
l = lmin , lmin + 1, . . . , lmax there are (tmax − tmin + 1)(lmax −
lmin + 1) pairs of (t, l) indices of interest. Adopt a standard order in vector form as

(tmin , lmin ), (tmin , lmin + 1), . . . , (tmin , lmax ), . . . ,
T
(tmin + 1, lmax ), . . . , (tmax , lmin ), . . . , (tmax , lmax ) . (34)

of the three event types and the observed variability from a variety of sources, including shot-to-shot, atmospheric interference,
and sensor noise. Future work can use models like these in the
development of detection and discrimination algorithms.

Then with rows and columns indexed by integers t and t from
tmin to tmax , define the (tmax − tmin + 1) × (tmax − tmin + 1)
matrix T, with elements max(0, 1 + α2 |t − t |). Similarly, with
rows and columns indexed by integers l and l from lmin to lmax
and letting l̃ stand for the pseudo-wavelength corresponding to
wavelength index l, we define the (lmax − lmin + 1) × (lmax −
lmin + 1) matrix F with elements exp(−β2(reference) (l̃ − l̃ )2 ).
With this notation, the estimated correlation matrix for the 2
process over the (t, l) pairs listed in display (34) is compactly
written as T ⊗ F (the Kronecker product of T and F).
Next, recall that the variances of the “white noise” quantities
1 are different at each (t, l) pair and are estimated as δ̂ 2 (t, l).
Then the estimated variance of the nuggetless component 2
must be 1 − δ̂ 2 (t, l). For (t, l) pairs in a region listed as in (34),
let

We illustrate the effectiveness of our modeling by generating
simulated sensor data from our fitted models and comparing
it to the original (real) data. For a specified event class, data
were simulated independently in the four regions indicated in
Figure 6 and then put together to form a single dataset.
Let Q1 and Q2 be independent, multivariate normal random
vectors with E(Q1 ) = E(Q2 ) = 0 and

 = diag(δ̂ 2 (t, l)).

(35)

Then the estimated covariance matrix for the nuggetless process
2 is
(I − )

1/2

T ⊗ F(I − )

1/2

(36)

and for
(τ, λ) = 1 (τ, λ) + 2 (τ, λ),

(37)

assuming the two components are independent, the estimated
covariance matrix is
(I − )1/2 T ⊗ F(I − )1/2 + .

(38)

Then, with the estimated class variance function for the region
of interest again σ̂ 2 (t, l), let
 = diag(σ̂ 2 (t, l)).

(39)

The estimated covariance matrix for the values of S̃(t + η̂k , l) in
the given region is


 1/2 (I − )1/2 T ⊗ F(I − )1/2 +   1/2
= D1 [T ⊗ F + D2 ]D1 ,

(40)

−
and D2 =
where diagonal matrices D1 =
δ 2 (t,l)
diag( 1−δ 2 (t,l) ) are specific to the collection of (t, l) pairs being considered.
So finally, we have completely specified a model for the
burns of each of three types of safety matches, Class A, Class B,
and Class C. A partial description of the particular models developed for these three classes of safety matches is given in
the online Appendix. By using this modeling methodology, information from every indexed time and wavelength has been
retained and modeled. No data reduction was necessary or used
before completely modeling the three classes of safety matches.
We have effectively modeled both the characteristic signatures
 1/2 (I

)1/2

5. SIMULATING AND ASSESSING DATA FROM
FITTED MODELS

Var(Q1 ) = T ⊗ F

(41)

Var(Q2 ) = D2 ,

(42)

and

where T, F, and D2 are as defined in the previous section
and are unique to a given region. (The class-specific estimated
values for all parameters were used when simulating data.)
Q = Q1 + Q2 was simulated for each subregion independently.
The final simulated data were generated as
D1 Q

(43)

which is multivariate normal with mean 0 and covariance
D1 [T ⊗ F + D2 ]D1 as defined in (40). To obtain the data with
correct mean, the values μ̂(t, l) were added for each (t, l) location. We denote a simulated dataset by θ̃ (t, l).
In simulating data, the software we used could not allocate enough memory to construct a covariance structure for the
largest (t, l) region (which would have been an 18,855 × 18,855
matrix). Therefore, we simulated values only for every fourth
time step to reduce the size of the matrix T corresponding to
each region. Figure 8 shows four realizations from Class A sampled at every fourth time index and Figure 9 shows corresponding simulated data. Visual comparison of the simulated data to
the realizations suggests that our modeling has been effective.
In the balance of this section we consider a more quantitative
assessment of this effectiveness.
Recall that S̃(t, l) represents preprocessed/transformed data,
and that there are 20 realizations for Classes A and B and 17
realizations for Class C. It is convenient in the following to
let S̃(A; t, l), S̃(B; t, l), and S̃(C; t, l) denote these datasets for
the three specific classes. Let the jth temporally- and intensityshifted realizations from Class A be denoted by
S̃j (A; t, l) = S̃j (A; t + η̂j (A), l) − d̂j (A),
where η̂j (A) and d̂j (A) denote the estimated time- and intensitycorrection terms for the jth realization of Class A, as described
in (12) and (13), and let S̃j (B; t, l) and S̃j (C; t, l) be similarly
defined for Classes B and C. For our analysis, twenty datasets
were simulated from each of the three models. We denote the
kth Class A simulated dataset by θ̃k (A; t, l), the intensity-shifted
version of θ̃k (A; t, l) by
θ̃ k (A; t, l) = θ̃k (A; t, l) − d̂k (A),
TECHNOMETRICS, MAY 2011, VOL. 53, NO. 2
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Figure 8. Four real observed datasets from Class A. The online version of this figure is in color.

and analogous intensity-shifted simulated datasets from Classes B and C by θ̃ k (B; t, l) and θ̃ k (C; t, l). Note that there is no
need for temporal alignment with the simulated datasets; here
d̂k is calculated as in (13), but with the known modeled peak
intensity for the class used in place of η̂k .
Our interest is in looking at differences between datasets,
both actual realizations and simulations. To that end, denote the
absolute differences of values found, for example, in the jth real
dataset from Class A and the kth simulated dataset from Class A
as
diff(S̃j (A), θ̃ k (A); t, l) = |S̃j (A; t, l) − θ̃ k (A; t, l)|
and note that similar differences can be defined between any
two datasets, real or simulated, and from the same class or
not. For graphical displays, reduction is needed to focus attention on “typical” and “extreme” differences. For comparing Class A realizations to Class A simulations, we do this
by computing the pth percentile of the entries in the T ×
L array diff(S̃j (A), θ̃ k (A); t, l), denoting this scalar value by
diffp (S̃j (A), θ̃ k (A)). Finally, the empirical distribution of these
values, over all comparisons of the 20 realizations and 20 simulations of Class A, is denoted by F p (S̃(A), θ̃ (A)).
The top row of plots in Figures 10, 11, and 12 display
empirical distribution functions of “within-class” differences:
TECHNOMETRICS, MAY 2011, VOL. 53, NO. 2

F p (S̃(A), S̃(A)), F p (S̃(A), θ̃ (A)), F p (θ̃ (A), θ̃ (A)), and analogous comparisons within Classes B and C; for p = 0.05, 0.50,
and 0.95, respectively. These can be thought of as portraying
respectively how far apart a pair of waterfall plots/datasets
tend to be in the regions where they are most alike, differ by a typical amount, and in the regions where they are
most different. In all these plots, the empirical distribution of
simulation-to-simulation differences is slightly shifted to the
left of realization-to-realization differences and this is most apparent in the plot of the 5th percentiles as the range of values on the horizontal axis is small, amplifying the difference.
These empirical simulation-to-simulation distributions are only
slightly shifted to the left. This pattern was consistent across
all the percentiles examined, and suggests that the simulated
datasets are perhaps slightly smoother than the actual realizations. This is not surprising, as one would not expect a fitted
model to capture every detail of the realizations. However, since
the shift is not too extreme for any percentile, we feel the modeling has done an adequate job of describing the realizations.
As mentioned earlier, the Class A and Class B matches
are very similar in chemical composition, because Class B
matches are simply two Class A matches physically connected.
Class C matches have a very different chemical composition
than the other two classes of matches. The bottom row of
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Figure 9. Four simulated datasets for Class A. The online version of this figure is in color.

plots in Figures 10, 11, and 12 display empirical distribution functions of “between-class” differences: F p (S̃(A), S̃(B)),
F p (θ̃ (A), θ̃ (B)), F p (S̃(A), θ̃ (B)), F p (θ̃ (A), S̃(B)), and analogous comparisons between Classes A and C, and B and C; again
for p = 0.05, 0.50, and 0.95, respectively. The between-class
comparisons for Class A and Class B take values very similar
to those for the within-class comparisons for either Class A or
Class B. This is what one would expect since these classes are
very similar to one another in chemical composition. Further,
the distribution functions for the between-class comparisons between Class C and either Class A or Class B place more weight
on larger values. This is also to be expected since Class C is potentially very different in chemical composition from the other
two classes. Again, the simulation-to-simulation comparisons
take values slightly smaller than the realization-to-realization
differences even if the comparison is made between classes,
likely indicating slightly smoother simulations than realized
datasets. The comparisons of one realization to one simulated
dataset from two different classes are also slightly smaller in
value than the realization-to-realization comparisons. Further,
perhaps the most disparity between these distribution functions
exists when comparisons are made with Class C.
The data models we have developed here are both subtle and
complex. While they may not capture all real variability of the

processes, Figures 8–12 show that they can be used to generate
data that reasonably represent characteristics common to each
class, and within- and among-class variability.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
The work presented here focuses on modeling data collected
using a spectral–temporal sensor that operates in the mid-wave
infrared. Using relatively simple experimental data generated
with three types of match burns, the modeling process described
here includes correction for overall signal strength, temporal
registration, separation of “white” measurement noise from
physical (but random) “shot-to-shot” variation, and correlation
of signal across wavelengths and time. While the details of
these accommodations may be different for modeling a larger
“library” of event types of greater interest, the approach outlined here provides an organized way of building the necessary
model components. For example:
• The general form of the transform in (4) can be useful in
other contexts where skewed and background-transformed
data are used, but a threshold value other than 2 might be
developed for data that are not integer-valued, or for which
there is less skewness.
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Figure 10. Within- and between-class comparisons using 5th percentile of absolute differences. The online version of this figure is in
color.

Figure 12. Within- and between-class comparisons using 95th percentile of absolute differences. The online version of this figure is in
color.

• The idea of partitioning the domain with “independence
walls,” and further into subregions (Figure 6) of homogeneous behavior can be useful in other contexts, but the specific physical details suggesting where the walls are placed
and the size and number of subregions needed might vary.
• The model-free calculations described in Section 4.3 used
to suggest appropriate temporal and spectral correlation
forms should be generally useful, but in other cases might

lead to parametric forms other than those we selected [(27)
and (32)].
“Next steps” in methodology development in our application
area that motivated this work include data collection and modeling (again, through a process similar to that described here)
for a larger collection of event types, and the development of
useful identification and/or discrimination methods for those
events based on the specific characteristics of the models derived.
The similarity between the observed data and data generated
from the final models gives hope to development of algorithms
that will allow for discrimination. Methods have been investigated for classification of events based on data reduction techniques (Gross et al. 2003; Orson, Bagby, and Perram 2003;
Dills, Perram, and Gustafson 2004). To date no attempt has
been made to simultaneously model the characteristic patterns
of energetic events for both time and wavelength or to make use
of all the information produced in both time and wavelength
without some form of data reduction. The approach outlined
here provides an organized way of building a model that will
allow for unique discrimination algorithms that could be implemented in real time.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Figure 11. Within- and between-class comparisons using 50th percentile of absolute differences. The online version of this figure is in
color.
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Appendix: The appendix is provided online as supplementary
material which includes details for (20), plots of the mean
and standard deviation surfaces, the δ 2 surface for each section within each class, and the parameter estimates for the
correlations in time and wavelength. All plots provided here
are also found online in color. (Appendix.pdf)
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